
WELLAND GOULDSMITH SCHOOL PATULI 
        CLASS – V   SUBJECT –   ENGLISH LITERATURE       (  WORKSHEET ) 

                              TOPIC  -  CHARLIE AND THE CHOCOLATE FACTORY  PART  1 

 

 Charlie and the chocolate factory is a story about Mr Willy Wonka who owns a magical and mysterious chocolate 

factory. He is one of the best at making candy, but he wants to retire as he was getting old and was looking for the right 

person to take his place. There was a boy named Charlie Bucket who belonged to a very poor family. They did not have 

enough money to buy food, warm clothes or even candy. One night Charlie had a dream of making a chocolate bar just 

like his father, grandfather and grandmother used to. One day Mr. Wonka announced that he had hidden five golden 

invitations or tickets inside the Wonka chocolate bars and the five lucky people who find the golden tickets will get a 

tour of the chocolate factory and a lifetime supply of chocolates. Charlie was one of the lucky winners as he found 

some money and bought the last chocolate bar which had the fifth golden ticket. The next day all the winners were 

waiting at the gate and Mr. Wonka greeted everyone by saying, “My little friends, welcome to the factory.” His voice 

was high and melodious.  He asked the winners to come forward one at a time as he called.  All the children started 

following Mr Wonka till they stopped in front of a metal door which had large letters that said “THE CHOCOLATE 

ROOM.” 

 

1. Fill in the blanks : 

a.  Mr ______________is the most extraordinary chocolate maker in the world. 

b. An ______________crowd had gathered outside the Wonka factory. 

c. Mr Wonk’s voice was ___________and _____________. 

d. My factory __________and the ____________are larger than the football fields. 

e. Eight year old ________________is one of the lucky winners. 

 

2. State true or false : 

a. Mr Wonka had hidden six golden invitation inside six Wonka chocolate bars. _____ 

b. Mr Wonka’s trousers were bottle green and his gloves  a pearly grey. ______ 

c. The children who discovered the tickets were allowed to visit the factory.______ 

d. The place had sloping passages leading in every direction. ______ 

e. The church clock began to strike nine.______ 

 

3. Choose and write the correct answer : 

a. Mr. Wonka was the most (ordinary, extraordinary) chocolate maker in the world. 

b. The door to the Chocolate Room was of (chocolate, metal). 

c. Mr Wonka had a (small goatee, bushy) beard. 

d. The church clock began striking ten (very fast, very slowly). 

e. The sloping passages led in (every, one) direction. 

 

4. Write the meaning of the words : 

 

creaking, melodious, terrific, tremendous, shielded 

 

5. Answer the following questions : 

1. Why had the five children become so famous? 

2. Why did the crowd gather outside the Wonka factory ? 

3. How old was Charlie Bucket and what was his Grandpa’s name? 

4. What kind of a voice did Mr.Wonka have? 

5. What kind of aroma did Grandpa get ? 


